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02. Are there particular pre-screening measures that
need to be taken when engaging a financial services
employee?  Does this vary depending on seniority or
type of role?  In particular, is there any form of
regulator-specified reference that has to be provided
by previous employers in the financial services
industry?
 

Belgium
Author: Nicolas Simon

Members of management should at all times be of good repute and possess sufficient knowledge, skills and
experience to perform their duties (article 91, Directive 2013/36/EU; and article 9, Directive 2014/65/EU).

Anyone in an executive position (i.e. members of the legal administrative body, the effective management
and independent controllers) at a financial institution must exclusively be natural persons and must at all
times have the necessary professional standing and expertise to perform their duties (article 19, Act of 25
April 2014). Since 2023, it is specified that “in particular, these persons must demonstrate honesty,
integrity and independence of mind which, in the case of members of the legal administrative body, enable
them to effectively evaluate and, if necessary, question the decisions of the actual management and to
ensure the effective supervision and monitoring of the management decisions taken” (Art. 19, Act of 25
April 2014).

In addition, they must not have been convicted of any of the offences listed in article 20 of the Act of 25
April 2014. This concerns convictions with a professional ban and violations of financial legislation,
company codes and insurance law.

The NBB will verify that these persons meet the conditions listed above. Forms for a new appointment,
additional elements during the employment, termination of an appointment or renewal of an appointment
are available on the NBB website (www.nbb.be). These forms require information mainly regarding
education, past financial services experience, training, any criminal or administrative or civil proceedings or
investigations, disciplinary decisions, bankruptcy, insolvency, potential conflicts of interest, and time
commitments for the new appointment.
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The NBB will assess the ability of the person based on five criteria:

expertise, covering knowledge, experience and skills;
professional repute;
independence of mind;
time commitment; and
collective suitability for the board (ie, to verify whether the expertise within the said body is
sufficiently guaranteed, given the person’s knowledge, experience and skills (NBB Fit & Proper
Handbook of 22 December 2022, 2:26, p. 16)).

Concerning "N-1" effective managers (managers who exercise direct and decisive influence over the
management of the institution, but who are not members of the management committee) other than
branch managers, the supervisory authority does not have to authorise them (NBB Fit & Proper Handbook
of 22 December 2022, 2:9, p. 14). This does not mean that these persons must not have the required
expertise and professional reputation, but only that the NBB will not conduct an assessment.
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Hong Kong
Author: Charles Mo , Joanne Mok

There are no particular pre-screening measures specified by the financial regulators in Hong Kong.
Nevertheless, financial institutions would generally conduct background checks on prospective employees
(especially those taking on senior positions) to ensure they comply with the “fit and proper” requirements
of the financial regulators.

There is no particular form of regulator-specified reference to be provided by previous employers in the
financial services industry. Nevertheless, the SFC has specified disclosure obligations for licensed
corporations in respect of outgoing employees who were subject to internal investigations (see question
10).

Last updated on 22/01/2023

Switzerland
Author: Simone Wetzstein , Matthias Lötscher , Sarah Vettiger

Under Swiss civil law, there is no requirement to apply pre-screening measures. However, while not a
statutory requirement under Swiss financial market laws per se, companies subject to these laws apply pre-
screening measures to ensure that a prospective financial services employee meets the requirements set
forth by these laws. In particular, regulated companies such as banks, securities firms, insurance
companies, fund management companies, managers of collective investment schemes and asset managers
are required to obtain authorisation from the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) relating
to strategic and executive management and each change thereto.

As a general rule, the higher the responsibility or position of a person, the more requirements financial
services employees may need to fulfil. Persons holding executive or overall management functions (eg, a
member of the board or members of the senior management) are required to fulfil certain requirements set
forth by the applicable Swiss financial market regulations. Such requirements may include providing current
CVs showing relevant work experience and education as well as excerpts from the debt and criminal
register. It may also include providing various declarations (eg, concerning pending and concluded
proceedings, qualified participations and other mandates). Furthermore, financial services employees
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holding certain control functions (eg, compliance officer, risk officer and their deputies) may also be
required to prove that they are suitable for the position by providing, for example, a current CV showing
relevant work experience and education.
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